
Riders Eye GPS Product Review 
 
We all know that a GPS will help us locate the next restaurant stop 
or the next destination but there is another way to use GPS.  Use 
the technology to locate your BIKE!  No we aren’t talking about 
you drinking too much and not remembering.  We are talking 
protection and peace of mind in the face of the *#%@##*&!!$#% 
who think about stealing our bikes! 
 
Last year the number of motorcycle thefts in America grew to an 
astounding 56,000 bikes. That's about six bikes an hour and 
approximately 370 million dollars in financial loss and impact. 
Worse yet, typical recovery rates are as low as 25-30%.  
 
A real-time GPS-based security and tracking device provides you 
the advantage of protecting your assets.  You can use GPS tracking 
for individual personal vehicle security or even for commercial 
purposes.  Simply stated, if it’s mobile, valuable and subject to 
theft or tampering you need protection. 
 
If you are looking for that extra edge in protecting your ride, Try 
RidersEye™.  It allows you to instantly locate and control your 
motorcycle vehicle with a simple click of the mouse. It has Real 
Time Location & Tracking!  That means you can access the bikes 
location within 100 feet or so, as well as locate the direction and 
speed information.  It even has the option to track rides for future 
planning.  
 
The devise is compact and discrete because you don’t want 
someone easily finding the GPS device and removing or 
destroying it, yet also is easy to install and configure.  It has a 
rugged design (vibration resistant and waterproof) and it won’t 
drain the battery because it only draws 4mA.  Real-time tracking 
that allows you to control the starter disable/enable feature and 
provides you with Maintenance Notifications to your cell phone 



like a low battery notification, a fall-over sensor and 
towing/movement notification.  
Best of all there are NO MONTHLY FEES! The purchase of a 
RidersEye™ covers the first year service plan.  There are optional 
plans for you to choose from and they start as low as $29.95 per 
year.  Plus we are being informed that it can save $$$ on your 
insurance!  Check with your insurance agent to see how much this 
beauty can save you or contact Karen Diehl (513) 965-0003 our 
“go to person” here at RidinOn! 
 
RidersEye™  GPS Tracking device is transferrable from 
motorcycle to ATV to Automobile or boat.  So you can use it on 
all your vehicles!  RidersEye™ utilizes a web-based control panel 
to instantly and accurately locate a RidersEye™ equipped vehicle 
from any web-enabled computer, smart phone or tablet.  
 
When it comes to minimizing losses in theft or tampering 
situations, early warning is vital, and every second counts. In the 
unfortunate case of an actual theft, on top of instantly alerting the 
vehicle’s owner, RidersEye™ becomes an indispensable tool for 
aiding the police in a quick and effective recovery. With access to 
constantly updated address, speed and direction information, the 
RidersEye™ control panel helps authorities swiftly track down a 
stolen vehicle in order to recover it immediately and minimize the 
chances of crash damage or attempted disassembly. 
 
There are even more features to this device than we can share with 
you here, but you can check it out on line at www.riderseye.com.  
 

http://www.riderseye.com/

